TRANSFORMING ENVIRONMENTAL
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Los Baños, Laguna
April 21-23, 2018

ABOUT EARTHDUCATION
Rationale
The Philippines is one of 18 megadiverse countries of the world,
containing two-thirds of the Earth’s biodiversity, and between
70% and 80% of the world’s plant and animal species. Yet this
abundant biodiversity is also at great risk. The Philippines is one
of the world’s biodiversity hotspots, with at least 700 threatened
species, making it one of the top global conservation areas. In
2016, a study by the Ocean Conservancy ranked the Philippines
third in the list of countries mismanaging plastics and
contributing to marine debris, after China and Indonesia. Our
natural resources continue to degrade at an unprecedented rate
due to overfishing, urban development, climate change, and lack
of political will.
Recognizing the valuable role that teachers play in raising
environmental awareness, forming values, and inspiring interest
in conservation, Save Philippine Seas, in partnership with
Sciamathuto and Seastainable Co., aim to create a generation of
conservation educators who will inspire wonder and love for the
environment.
Objectives
Earthducation aims to (i) increase conservation literacy; (ii)
develop transferable leadership and teaching skills; (iii) increase
the individual’s pro-environmental behavior; and (iv) integrate
sustainable practices in the classroom and/or campus.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is Earthducation?
Earthducation is an experiential learning activity for educators to increase
conservation literacy,develop transferable leadership and teaching skills;
increase the individual’s pro-environmental behavior; and integrate
sustainable practices in the classroom and/or campus.
Who is it for?
Earthducation is for teachers, pre-service teachers, and educators interested
in environmental conservation and biodiversity, and would like to apply that
interest to their professions. We welcome educators from all fields and
backgrounds – you don’t need to teach science or have a science degree to
join the workshop!
What will we do?
For three days, the program will be a mix of games, discussions, journaling,
talks, and outdoor activities, It will begin at 8AM on Day 1, April 21, and end at
5PM on Day 3. The full and detailed itinerary and other relevant information
will be emailed upon the confirmation of your slot.
Who are the facilitators of Earthducation?
The facilitators are young professionals from Save Philippine Seas, and BS
Mathematics and Science Teaching graduates of the University of the
Philippines-Los Baños. The combination of their skill sets brings diverse
strengths to the program.

Where will we stay?
We will stay in Riverview Resort and Conference Center. Wi-fi will be
available in the location and there is reliable mobile signal. The use of
phones and other electronic devices will not be allowed during sessions,
but ample time will be given for gadgets during break times.

Venue and Accommodations

How much does it cost?
The entire program is P3,500. A 50% non-refundable but transferable
deposit must be made to confirm your slot. It is on a first come, first
served basis. The remaining 50% must paid before or on the first day of
the program.
What’s included in the fee?
The cost includes transfers to and from a pick-up point in Calamba (to be
disclosed upon confirmation), Earthducation participants’ kit, meals,
transportation and environmental fees for the field trip, activities, and
materials.
What are the payment details?
Banco de Oro | Account Name: Philippine Seatizen, Inc |
Bank Account Number: 1430146735

Email a clear photo of your deposit slip to
earthducation@savephilippineseas.org.
For more information, please contact Inah Salazar
Email: earthducation@savephilippineseas.org
Mobile: 0917 300 8341

WORKING PROGRAM
DAY ONE: Teaching environmental conservation in classroom

Arrival at Earthducation Venue
Registration
TALK: Introduction to Earthducation
TALK: Conservation Education in the K-12 Curriculum
TALK: Status, Issues, and Threat of the Philippine Environment
GROUPWORK: Building A Sustainable Community
GROUP DISCUSSION: Personal Reflection and Feedback Session
DAY TWO: Addressing different learning styles in teaching
Environmental Conservation

PANEL DISCUSSION: Bayong-diversity; Using game cards to teach
ecological population; Volcano Game Cards
WORKSHOP: Writing Letters to Leaders
FIELD TRIP: Mt. Makiling & Botanical Garden: Museum of Natural
History
GROUP DISCUSSION: Personal Reflection and Feedback Session
DAY THREE: Integrating technology and nature in conservation
education

TALK: Bringing Earthducation in the Classroom and Campus
GAME: Diversity and Food Web
TALK: ILM as a Medium for Conservation Education
GROUPWORK: Action Planning and Commitment Setting
Closing Program

ABOUT SAVE PHILIPPINE SEAS

Save Philippine Seas (SPS) is a non-stock, non-profit organization that aims
to conserve and protect the country’s coastal and marine resources
through environmental education and community-based projects. SPS
started as an online movement in 2011 as a response to an illegal wildlife
trade case, and became a registered NGO with the Securities and Exchange
Commission in 2013. It has two major projects: Shark Shelter, a communitybased, multi-stakeholder initiative in Cebu operationalizing the country’s
first shark and ray sanctuary, and the Sea and Earth Advocates Camp, an
intensive environmental education and leadership program for 18-23 year
old youth leaders.

ABOUT SCIAMATHUTO

SCIAMATHUTO DEVELOPMENT TEAM is a group of BS Mathematics and
Science Teaching students from the University of the Philippines Los Baños
which aims compile web-available instructional interactive materials for
topics covered in the K-12 curriculum and make an archive of all the
materials in one website to engage the students’ interest. 
At present, we aim to cater the Earth and Space modules by posting
interactive materials for the subject. With over 25 materials which aims to
discuss different concepts regarding the K-12 Curriculum of Biology
and Earth and Space, the team's mission of providing a competent and
complete compilation of materials is gearing towards expansion.

